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wings? Well, those on this wing (I find they represent
Jupiter and Astronomy and Mathematics) made for a
while the grandest part of the sight. The brilliant light
of the fire was on them, making them wonderfully bright
and clear; die flames hissed round them in the wind and
seemed as if they must drag them down, but there they
stood, looking down on the scene, strangely white and
calm and motionless, in the midst of firemen shouting
above and crowds applauding below with heavy creaking
a.nd cracking about them, and wild clouds of fire and
smoke surrounding and half covering them. They got
it under after a while and we came home. I felt a new
feeling as to fire; raked out my grate, and was not happy
till the last spark had died away from the match that
lighted my candle. Instead of dreaming, as I had expected,
of songs and speeches and champagne and recitations,
fire-escapes and hoses and helmets turned up, whatever
came into my head. The new layer of ideas had buried
the Shakespeare dinner deep. It was all funny, especially
as now daylight examination shows the fire was not so
great ajid only about six sets of rooms are burnt* The
damages are variously estimated from ^3>ooo to .£10,000;
one don who had a grand collection of eastern rarities
and treasures has lost them all!1
From the Diary
January 6, 1886, Margoliouth2 came and asked me to
go for a walk and we plodded through deep snow right
up on to Shotoven We hardly stopped talking for a
moment, and every manner of subject came up.,., Two
things I must put down. In a rambling discussion on
poetry M* said mat it was a sure proof of weakness in any
writer that he had written nothing but short pieces.
Another general rule he laid down was that the poems
which show labour md thought are greater than the spon-
* It may be recorded here that an Oxford the fire was said to have originated
ifi the Bursar's Office, where he was " cooking the accounts ". S.K.B,
a IX S, Margoliourh, Fellow of New College. Later Laudian Professor of
Arabic in the University of Oxford.

